
HOUSE 2130
By Mr. Roosevelt of Boston, petition of Mark Roosevelt and other

members of the General Court for legislation to promote recycling
and providing for environmentally accepted packaging. Natural
Resources and Agriculture.

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Ninety-Two

An Act to promote packaging reduction and recycling.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, asfollows:

1 SECTION 1. PREAMBLE.
2 Whereas, The commonwealth faces serious environmental,
3 economic and public health problems from the generation of
4 millions of tons of solid waste every year and from excessive
5 reliance on landfilling and incineration for the disposal of this
6 waste;
7 Whereas, Reduction, reuse and recycling are the most environ-
-8 mentally and economically sound solutions to these problems and
9 can help reduce the need for future landfill and incineration

10 facilities;
11 Whereas, Cities and towns and the citizens of the common-
-12 wealth are now making aggressive efforts to reduce, reuse and
13 recycle;
14 Whereas, Such efforts can only succeed if businesses redesign
15 products and packaging to promote reduction, reuse and recycling
16 and use the materials that the public recycles in their
17 manufacturing processes;
18 Whereas, Businesses should start increasing their contribution
19 to reduction, reuse and recycling by redesigning packaging, since

20 packaging makes up one-third of all solid waste, and since
21 packaging is made of the materials most commonly found in the
22 waste stream;
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23 Therefore, The goal of this Act shall be to help the common-
-24 wealth achieve maximum reduction, reuse and recycling by
25 encouraging businesses to join cities and towns and the citizens
26 of the commonwealth in these efforts. To do so, this Act promotes
27 packaging used in the commonwealth to be either reduced, reused,
28 recycled, made of recycled materials, or made of materials which
29 meet minimum recycling rates in the commonwealth by 1996.

1 SECTION 2. The General Laws are hereby amended by
2 inserting after chapter twenty-one J the following chapter:

3 CHAPTER 21K.
4 MASSACHUSETTS PACKAGING REDUCTION
5 AND RECYCLING ACT.

6 Section 1. This chapter shall be known and may be cited as the
7 “Massachusetts Packaging Reduction and Recycling Act.”
8 Section 2. Wasteful Packaging Prohibition.
9 Except as provided in sections five and six of this chapter,

10 beginning July 1, 1996, no packager shall use or cause to be used
11 wasteful packaging. Wasteful packaging, for the purposes of this
12 chapter, is packaging that is neither (1) reduced packaging, nor
13 (2) reusable packaging, nor (3) recycled content packaging, nor
14 (4) packaging made of materials which are being effectively
15 recycled, nor (5) packaging which is being effectively recycled,
16 as these terms are defined in section three of this chapter.
17 A package which complies with one or more of the above
18 enumerated standards shall not be considered wasteful packaging.
19 Section 3. Definitions.

20 “Composting,” a process of accelerated biodegration and
21 stabilization of organic material under controlled conditions.
22 “Department,” the department of environmental protection.
23 “Disposal,” to landfill or incinerate material, or to otherwise
24 dispose of material in such a way that the material is not being
25 recycled or composted.
26 “Insubstantial part,” adhesives and readily removable closures
27 (including, but not limited to, caps and lids), connectors (including
28 but not limited to string, rope, ribbons, and tape), and labels.
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29 “Material,” a substance from which packaging is made.
30 Materials shall include, but not be limited to, different types of
31 glass, fibers, metals, and plastics, and any new categories of
32 materials not currently used to make packaging, as provided in
33 section four of this chapter.
34 “Packager,”;
35 (a) in cases where products are placed in packaging prior to
36 their entry into the commonwealth, any or all of the following
37 persons shall, to the maximum extent consistent with section three
38 of chapter two-hundred twenty-three A, be considered the
39 packager for the purposes of this act: the first person to receive
40 possession of the product in the commonwealth, and the person
41 who places such products in such packaging, and the distributor
42 or wholesaler who causes such products to be brought into the
43 commonwealth; or
44 (b) in cases where products are placed in packaging within the
45 commonwealth prior to the retail sale of the products, the
46 packager is the person who places such products in such
47 packaging; or
48 (c) in cases where products are placed in packaging at the point
49 of retail sale, the packager is the retail seller.
50 No retail seller who employs fewer than ten employees shall be
51 considered to be a packager.
52 “Packaging,” containers, as that term is commonly understood,
53 and associated material used to protect, store, handle, transport,
54 display or market products, including unit packages, intermediate
55 packages and shipping containers. Packaging shall include, but
56 not be limited to, such unsealed receptacles as carrying cases,
57 crates, disposable cups and plates, pails, rigid foil and other trays,
58 wrappers and wrapping films, bags, tubs, and inserts and fillers
59 used to cushion the contents of a container. Containers for
60 reusable products which do not deplete with use, where such
61 containers are designed to remain with such products for their full
62 intended useful life, shall not be considered packaging.
63 “Packaging made of materials which are being effectively
64 recycled,” packaging that is composed of materials which the
65 department certifies have met or exceeded the following recycling
66 rates; at least twenty-five percent by December 31, 1995, at least
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67 thirty-five percent by December 31, 1998, and at least fifty percent
68 by December 31, 2001, as calculated and published pursuant to
69 section four of this chapter. The department shall thereafter
70 review and, if appropriate, revise said rates upward from time to
71 time to reflect advances in technology and other changes in
72 circumstances. For packaging composed of more than one
73 material, each material in the packaging that constitutes other
74 than an insubstantial part of the packaging shall achieve the
75 specified recycling rates.
76 “Packaging supplier,” any person who manufactures packaging
77 or the materials used for packaging, or supplies such packaging
78 or materials to a product manufacturer.or materials to a product manufacturer.
79 “Packaging which is being effectively recycled,” a particular
80 type of packaging, or a particular product-associated package
81 (including but not limited to a brand-specific product), made of
82 the same material or made of the same combination of materials
83 used in substantially the same proportions, for which a packager
84 verifies, as provided in section eight (a)(2) of this chapter, that
85 at least fifty percent by weight of all such packaging discarded
86 in the commonwealth during the previous calendar year was
87 recycled.
88 “Person,” any individual, trust, firm, joint stock company,
89 corporation, partnership, or association engaged in business or
90 in providing service, including the commonwealth of Massachu-
91 setts and any authority, district or political subdivision of the
92 commonwealth of Massachusetts, except for any city or town of
93 the commonwealth of Massachusetts.
94 “Recycle,” to divert from disposal discarded materials which;
95 (a) are to be reused, or (b) are to be employed as an ingredient
96 or a feedstock in an industrial or manufacturing process to make
97 a commercial product; provided, that recycling or reuse of
98 materials and by-products generated from, and commonly reused
99 within, an original manufacturing process shall not constitute

100 recycling; and provided further, that neither composting nor
101 recovering energy from the combustion of a material shall
102 constitute recycling.
103 “Recycled content packaging,” packaging for which the
104 packager has verification from the packaging manufacturer, as
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105 provided in section eight (a)(2) of this chapter, that on and after
July I, 1996, the packaging used is composed of twenty-five
percent or more by weight of recycled material, increasing to
thirty-five percent or more by weight on and after July 1, 1999,
and increasing further to fifty percent or more by weight on and
after July I, 2002.

106
107
108
109
110
11l “Recycled material,” any material which has been recycled.
112 “Recycling rate,” a fraction (which may be stated as a

percentage) in which the numerator represents the weight in
pounds of a given material which is diverted and recovered from
waste generated in the commonwealth and which is recycled, and
the denominator represents the numerator plus the weight in
pounds of the material in waste generated in the commonwealth
which undergoes disposal, calculated pursuant to the provisions
of section four of this chapter.

113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120 “Reduced Packaging,” packaging for which the packager has

verification, as provided in section eight (a)(2) of this chapter,
that the volume of packaging per unit of product has been reduced
by at least twenty-five percent when compared with packaging
used for the same product by the same packager five years earlier.
Packagers may compare ratios of package volume to unit of
product based on individual packages used for the identical type,
amount and brand of product, or may compare ratios based on
all packaging used by the packager for a given brand of product
at the relevant points in time. In no case may packaging reduction
be achieved, for the purpose of this paragraph, (1) by
substituting for a material which constituted other than an
insubstantial part of the packaging in question, a material from
a different material category, as defined in section four of this
chapter, or (2) in cases where the volume of the packaging per
unit of product increased after January 1, 1993. Any reduction
in the volume of packaging per unit of product achieved between
January 1, 1991 and July 1, 1996, shall be deemed, for purposes
of this chapter, to have been implemented on July 1, 1996. Five
years after achieving any qualifying reduction under this
paragraph, a package must achieve another such qualifying
reduction to remain in compliance with the provisions of this
paragraph.

121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
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Reusable Packaging,” packaging which is designed to be
reused or refilled for its original purpose a minimum of five times,4 and for which either (a) a minimum of fifty percent of such146 packages used in the commonwealth are returned for reuse or

147 refilling by the purchasers or recipients, or (b) product refills148 designed to be put in such packaging are sold in numbers at least
149 equal to sales ofthe original refillable package, provided, that such
150 product refills shall be packaged in compliance with the provi-
-151 sions of section two of this chapter.
152 Section 4. Determination of Recycling Rates.
153 (a) Categories of materials: The department shall identify
154 categories of materials. Categories of materials shall be
155 established according to distinctions commonly made on the basis
156 of chemical composition and molecular structure. The list of
157 material categories shall include, but not be limited to, the
158 following materials, which shall be grouped as follows:
159 Glass categories
160 (a) soda-lime glass (container glass)
161 Fiber categories
162 (b) cellulose fiber (wood and paper fiber)
163 Metal categories
164 (c) iron
165 (d) aluminum
166 (e) steel
167 (f) tin
168 Plastic resin categories
169 (g) polyethylene terephthalate (PET)
170 (h) high-density polyethylene (HDPE)
171 (i) low-density polyethylene (LDPE)
172 (j) polyvinyl chloride (PVC)
173 (k) polypropylene (PP)
174 (1) polystyrene (PS)
175 The department shall add to this list other categories of
176 materials which it finds are used in packaging and shall subtract
177 categories which it finds are not used in packaging.
178 (b) Beginning in 1994, the department shall publish, no later
179 than July 1. the recycling rate as of December 31 of the preceding
180 year of each material used in packaging categorized by the
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181 department pursuant to subsection (a) of this section. For each
such material, the recycling rate shall be calculated considering
all uses of the material, not just packaging uses. For each such
material, the department shall calculate the recycling rate as a
fraction in which the numerator represents the weight in pounds
of the material which is diverted and recovered from waste
generated in the commonwealth and which is recycled, and the
denominator represents the numerator plus the weight in pounds
of the material in waste generated in the commonwealth which
undergoes disposal.

182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190

(c) The department shall survey collectors, processors,
marketers, exporters, and other handlers of discarded material
who are located within the commonwealth, and shall make
reasonable efforts to obtain information from collectors,
processors and disposal facilities located outside the common-
wealth who receive materials originally discarded within the
commonwealth. The purpose of such surveys shall be to determine
as accurately as is reasonably possible the amounts of discarded
material that are collected in the commonwealth for recycling and
for disposal. Refusal to provide requested information to the
extent available shall be a violation of this chapter.

191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201

Section 5. General Exemptions.202
The following types of packaging shall be exempt from the

provisions of this chapter:
203
204

(a) packaging in the form of wraps or wrappers used to provide
tamper-resistant or tamper-evident seals; provided, that this
exemption shall only apply to that part of a package which
constitutes the tamper-resistant or tamper-evident seal;

205
206
207
208

(b) packaging associated with products produced in or brought
into the commonwealth that are destined for shipment to other
destinations outside of the commonwealth, and which remains
with such products upon such shipment;

209
210
211
212

(c) packaging of a type which is explicitly required by any regu-
lations promulgated under the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic
Act or the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act,
or by any other federal laws or regulations, or by any common-
wealth health or safety laws or regulations;

213
214
215
216
217

(d) that part or layer of a package which is composed of a
flexible film which is in direct contact with a food item and for

218
219
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rVo a P ac.ka£er as verification, as provided in section eight
a chapter, that such flexible film is necessary to

prevent premature spoilage or to prevent such food item from
3 being otherwise rendered unfit for consumption, subject to the

224 provisions of section eight (d) of this chapter;
225 (e) packaging associated with drugs, drug products and
226 medical devices, as those terms are defined under the Federal
227 Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act and regulations promulgated
228 thereunder, subject to the provisions of section eight (d) of this
229 chapter.
230 Section 6. Conditional Exemptions.
231 (a) Pursuant to an application submitted by one or more
232 packagers or organizations acting on behalf of packagers, the
233 department may grant a conditional exemption from section two
234 of this chapter for a particular type of packaging used in
235 association with a specified product or type of product. Before
236 granting a conditional exemption, the department shall make a
237 written finding of compliance with one or more of the criteria
238 defined in subsection (b) of this section; provided that such
239 written findings may, at the discretion of the department, be
240 promulgated as regulations that bind all packagers using the
241 particular type of packaging for the same or similar use as that
242 which constituted the subject of such exemption application. The
243 department shall provide public notice before deciding on a
244 conditional exemption such that any interested person may
245 submit written comments on the conditional exemption request.
246 (b) A person applying for a conditional exemption under this
247 section shall bear the burden of proving compliance with one or
248 more of the criteria defined in this section. Increased cost shall
249 not constitute a basis for granting a conditional exemption.
250 A conditional exemption shall be granted only upon proof, by
251 a preponderance of the evidence, that the packaging meets one
252 or more of the following criteria;
253 (1) the packager has exercised due diligence in attempting to
254 find or produce packaging that complies with the provisions of
255 section two of this chapter for the specified product or type of
256 product, and there is no such complying packaging available for
257 that product or type of product, and compliance with section two
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258 of this chapter would impose an undue hardship on the residents
of the commonwealth;259

260 (2) the packaging is made of a relatively new material or
combination of materials and such packaging represents what the
department determines to be an innovative approach to
complying with the provisions of section two of this chapter (such
as packaging which is integral to the aseptic packaging process
for the sterilization and storage of foods), and there is a substantial
likelihood that it will achieve such compliance if given a three-
year grace period; provided, that after the expiration of such grace
period, if the department determines, after reviewing evidence
presented by the packager, that the packager has made substantial
progress toward achieving such compliance (including but not
limited to the collection and recycling of packaging used in insti-
tutional and community programs) the packager shall have three
additional years in which to establish compliance with the
standards set forth in section two of this chapter;

261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275 (3) the packaging is made of a material which can neither be

reused, recycled nor made of recycled material, and the packager
has verification, as provided in section eight (a)(2) of this chapter,
that the material is being composted in the commonwealth at or
above a rate to be established by the department which indicates
that a significant composting effort is being made;

276
277
278
279
280

(c) Persons applying for conditional exemptions shall submit
written applications to the department and shall pay in full at the
time of application application fees in amounts the total of which
is not to exceed the costs to the department of administering the
exemption program. Such fees shall be used, subject to appro-
priation, for the purposes of this act.

281
282
283
284
285
286

(d) A conditional exemption must be renewed biennially and
shall not be renewed if, in the determination of the department,
the basis of the written finding is no longer applicable. To allow
the department to consider the most current state of technology
and market conditions, no decision on an application for a
conditional exemption shall be issued prior to March 1, 1996; for
applications filed after that date, the department shall provide
through regulations a reasonable time period within which to issue
decisions.

287
288
289
290
291
292
293
294
295
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296 (e) Filing a frivolous application shall be a violation of this
chapter.297

(0 Upon a showing to the department that information to
which the department has access under this section, if made public,
would divulge methods or processes entitled to protection as trade
secrets, such information shall not be disclosed by the department.

298
299
300
301

Section 7. Packaging Logo.302
The department may provide through regulations for an official

logo or other product identification method for the purposes of
promoting consumer education or facilitating enforcement ofthe
provisions of this chapter. The department shall review relevant
labeling requirements at the federal level and in other states to
ensure, to the extent possible, consistency and compatibility with
the department’s regulations. Such logo or identification shall
only be used to indicate that the packaging to which it refers or
is affixed complies with the provisions of section two of this
chapter. Use of such logo or identification on any other packaging,
including packaging granted an exemption under sections five or
six of this chapter, shall constitute a violation of this chapter.

303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314
315 Section 8. Regulations and Reports.
316 (a) By July 1, 1995, the department shall adopt regulations

defining what constitutes wasteful packaging pursuant to this
chapter, and may, from time to time, adopt such additional regu-
lations as are needed to carry out the intent and purposes of this
chapter. The regulations shall include but not be limited to;

317
318
319
320
321 (1) procedures for calculating and publishing recycling rates

and for classification of categories of materials pursuant to
section four of this chapter;

322
323
324 (2) requirements for maintenance of proof and provision of

verification by packagers and by packaging suppliers of
compliance with the packaging standards of this chapter, and
procedures enabling the department to oversee and verify
packager and packaging manufacturer compliance with those
standards;

325
326
127
m
329
330 (3) guidelines for conditional exemption applications and

biennial review of any conditional exemptions granted, under
section six of this chapter;

331
332
333 (4) a schedule of application fees to be collected from persons

requesting exemptions under section six of this chapter. Such fees334
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335 shall be set at levels not to exceed the amount necessary to recover,
subject to appropriation, the department’s costs in administering
the exemption program.

336
337
338 (b) Regulations proposed pursuant to this section shall be filed

by the department with the clerk of the House of Representatives
at least sixty days prior to the effective date of such regulations,
except in the case of emergency regulations as provided in
chapter thirty A. The clerk of the House of Representatives, with
the approval of the president of the Senate and the speaker of
the House of Representatives, shall refer such regulations to the
Joint Committee on Natural Resources and Agriculture for its
review.

339
340
341
342
343
344
345
346
347 (c) Beginning in 1994, the department shall, no later than the

first day in July, publish an annual report which contains; a
description of the progress made toward compliance with the
provisions of this chapter during the previous year; the recycling
rates for materials achieved in the previous calendar year; a
summary of conditional exemptions granted and enforcement
actions taken pursuant to this chapter during the previous
calendar year; a statement detailing the cost of administering the
provisions of this chapter, the sources of funds used for such
administration, and the nature of the expenditures made with such
funds; and a description of the progress made toward regional and
national adoption of the standards established in this chapter.

348
349
350
351
352
353
354
355
356
357
358

(d) By July 1, 1996, the department shall complete a study of
flexible film used in food packaging and of the packaging of drugs,
drug products and medical devices. Notwithstanding any provi-
sion to the contrary in subsections (d) and (e) of section five of
this chapter, the department shall, within one year of completing
such study and, subsequently, within one year of obtaining any
otherrelevant information which becomes available, remove from
the scope of subsections (d) and (e) of section five such
materials or packages, or such specific applications of particular
materials or packages, for which the available evidence
demonstrates that substitute materials or packaging is
commercially available which (1) complies with the provisions of
section two of this chapter, and (2) will preserve the integrity of
the product in question, and (3) exhibits similar essential

359
360
361
362
363
364
365
366
367
368
369
370
371
372
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physical properties as the original materials or packages
(including, but not limited to, weight, barrier resistance, and
ability to block or allow the passage of light). Such removal from
the scope of subsections (d) and (e) of section five shall become
effective within two years after the publication of such action by
the department.

373
374
375
376
377
378

Section 9. Administrative Enforcement.379
(a) Priorto July 1, 1996, the department may inspect packaging

and determine whether it is wasteful packaging pursuant to
section two of this chapter. Beginning July 1, 1996, the department
each year shall inspect a random sampling of different types of
packaging to determine whether such packaging complies with the
requirements of this chapter. The department also shall inspect
packaging when requested to do so by a petition signed by at least
ten residents of the commonwealth, unless the department finds
that such request is frivolous or submitted for the purpose of
harassment.

380
381
382
383
384
385
386
387
388
389

(b) Except as provided otherwise in this section, civil admin-
istrative penalties for violations of this chapter shall be assessed,
enforced and reviewed as provided in section sixteen of
chapter twenty-one A.

390
391
392
393

(c) If, on the basis of an inspection or any other information,
the department determines that any person has failed to comply
with any requirement of this chapter or any regulation adopted
or order issued under this chapter, the department shall, for a first
instance of non-compliance, give such person a written notice of
such non-compliance. For a second or repeat instance of non-
compliance, or for non-compliance which has continued beyond
a reasonable time, as determined by the department and stated
in the notice of non-compliance, the department may assess a civil
administrative penalty. The department may assess such penalty
without providing a written notice of non-compliance if such
failure to comply was part of a pattern of non-compliance and
not an isolated instance, as determined by the department
pursuant to section sixteen of chapter twenty-one A, or if such
failure to comply constitutes a violation of subsection (e) of
section six of this chapter. Before assessing any civil adminis-
trative penalty, the department shall issue a notice of intent to

394
395
396
397
398
399
400
401
402
403
404
405
406
407
408
409
410
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411 assess an administrative penalty as provided in section sixteen of
chapter twenty-one A.412

413 (d)(1) Each piece of packaging associated with a product or set
of products which fails to comply with any requirement of sections
two, three or seven of this chapter or any regulation or order issued
under this chapter shall constitute a separate violation, for which
the department may assess a civil administrative penalty not to
exceed one-hundred dollars, provided that no packager shall pay
a fine in excess of $lO,OOO for any one shipment sent or received
at a single point in time.

414
415
416
417
418
419
420
421 (2) Each day that a person fails to comply with any requirement

of this chapter or any regulation or order issued under this
chapter other than those referred to in paragraph (1) of this
subsection shall constitute a separate violation, for which the
department may assess a civil administrative penalty in amounts
consistent with the provisions of section sixteen of chapter twenty-
one A, provided that no person shall pay a fine in excess of$ 10,000
for any one continuing act of non-compliance.

422
423
424
425
426
427
428

(e) In any enforcement action taken pursuant to this section,
a packager or packaging manufacturer shall supply all infor-
mation required under section eight (a)(2) of this chapter or under
any regulations adopted or orders issued under said section eight
(a)(2). If the packager or packaging manufacturer has not
maintained such information, said packager or packaging
manufacturer shall have the burden of proving, by clear and
convincing evidence, its compliance with the requirements of this
chapter.

429
430
431
432
433
434
435
436
437
438 (f) A civil administrative penalty assessed under this

section shall be paid within thirty days of the effective date of the
final order unless otherwise stated in the order.

439
440

(g) Any person assessed a final civil administrative penalty
pursuant to this section shall have a right of indemnification (for
the amount of the penalty and all costs reasonably incurred in
the penalty proceeding) against any packager or packaging
manufacturer on whom he reasonably relied for verification that
the packaging in question complied with the requirements of this
chapter.

441
442
443
444
445
446
447
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(h) The department may request the Attorney General to seek
equitable or injunctive relief to enforce any order issued by the
department pursuant to this chapter.

448
449
450
451 Section 10. Civil Enforcement.

Any person who violates any requirement of this chapter or any
regulation adopted or order issued under this chapter, or who
knowingly makes any false representation in an application,
record or report required under this chapter, shall be subject to
a civil penalty not to exceed $5OO for each violation (as defined
in section nine (d) of this chapter), and not to exceed $25,000 for
any one shipment sent or received at a single point in time or for
any one continuing act of non-compliance, which may be assessed
in an action brought on behalf of the commonwealth in any court
of competent jurisdiction. The Attorney General may also seek
equitable or injunctive relief to enforce any order issued by the
department pursuant to this chapter.

452
453
454
455
456
457
458
459
460
461
462
463

Section 11. Advisory Committees.464
(a) The department shall establish an advisory committee to

assist it in formulating regulations related to the requirements of
this chapter. The advisory committee shall be chaired by the
commissioner of the department or his designee and shall consist
of the two chairs of the Committee on Natural Resources and
Agriculture of the General Court; three members of the public;
four representatives of statewide environmental organizations;
and four representatives of affected industries. The advisory
committee shall continue to meet until final regulations are
promulgated pursuant to section eight (a) of this chapter;
provided, that the advisory committee shall be reconvened for the
purpose of reviewing the feasibility and appropriateness for the
commonwealth of any newly enacted national or regional multi-
state packaging standards, and shall issue recommendations for
appropriate action on such standards to the secretary of the
executive office of environmental affairs.

465
466
467
468
469
470
471
472
473
474
475
476
477
478
*79
480

(b) The secretary of the executive office of labor and the
secretary of the executive office of economic affairs, in
conjunction with the executive director of the Industrial Service
Program, shall establish an advisory “Recycling and Employment
Task Force” to investigate and analyze the impact that passage

481
482
483
484
485
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of this Act would have on the work force and industry of the
commonwealth. In addition, the Task Force shall recommend
measures to provide training for affected workers, to attract new
packaging and recycling businesses to the commonwealth and
encourage the creation of new jobs in that industry, and to
otherwise assist the commonwealth’s labor force in adapting to
the provisions of this Act.

486
487
488
489
490
491
492

The “Recycling and Employment Task Force” shall consist of
the following sixteen members or their designees: the secretary of
the executive office of labor, who shall serve as chair; the secretary
of the executive office of economic affairs; the executive director
of the Industrial Service Program; the chairs of the Joint
Committees on Commerce and Labor and Natural Resources and
Agriculture of the General Court; and nine persons to be
appointed by the governor, three of whom shall be employee
representatives from a list of nominees provided by the Massa-
chusetts AFL-CIO, four of whom shall be employer representa-
tives, and two of whom shall be representatives of consumer or
environmental organizations.

493
494
495
496
497
498
499
500
501
502
503
504
505 The secretary of the executive office of labor, with the advice

of the “Recycling and Employment Task Force,” shall institute
ajob placement and employment training program for employees
whose employment has been affected as a result of passage of this
Act.

506
507
508
509
510 (c) The governor shall appoint an advisory fifteen-member

Recycling Markets and Infrastructure Development Council. The
council shall consist of the following people or their designees;
the secretary of the executive office of environmental affairs, who
shall serve as chairperson; the secretary of the executive office of
economic affairs; the chairs of the committee on Natural
Resources and Agriculture of the General Court; two representa-
tives of local government; two representatives of environmental
organizations; and one representative each of solid waste
collectors, persons with expertise in the collection and sorting of
recyclable materials, processors of recovered materials, the glass
industry, the paper industry, the plastics industry, and the retail
industry. The department shall supply such staff for the
implementation of the recommendations of the council as the
department deems necessary and appropriate.

511
512
513
514
515
516
517
518
519
520
521
522
523
524
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525 The council shall develop recommendations regarding; a waste
exchange program to facilitate the exchange of solid waste,
recyclable materials and other secondary materials among
generators, collectors, haulers, recyclers, municipalities,
manufacturers, and any other parties that generate, recycle or
reuse such materials, for the purpose of fostering greaterrecycling
and reuse within the commonwealth; information for such parties
and the general public as to how to arrange exchanges of such
materials; ways to foster cooperative waste exchange agreements
between the state, trade associations and individual companies in
the packaging manufacture, recycling, and other affected
industrial sectors; a technical assistance program to advise and
encourage profit, non-profit and public entities in efforts to
establish recycling activities; the adoption of recycling definitions
and standards throughout the states in the region that are
consistent with those in force in the commonwealth; the expansion
of existing businesses and the recruitment of businesses into the
region that use recovered materials from the commonwealth; and
the purchase of products made from recycled materials.
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This chapter shall not preclude or in any way limit the right
of local jurisdictions to restrict or otherwise regulate packaging
more stringently than this chapter.
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If any provision or clause of this chapter or application thereof
to any person or circumstances is held invalid, such invalidity shall
not affect other provisions or applications of this chapter which
can be given effect without the invalid provision or application,
and, to this end, the provisions of this chapter are declared
severable.
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Section 12. Pre-emption.

Section 13. Severability.


